It is now more than 60 years since the world's first business use of a computer, the valuation of bakery output, was rolled-out the LEO I computer at Cadby Hall in London, the headquarters of the food production and catering company J. Lyons and Company. LEO I had been designed and built as a computer to be used for business data processing by a team of engineers recruited by Lyons, with a basic design following the design of the Cambridge University EDSAC. The story of the Lyons initiative has been recorded and explanations of how a company in the food business came to build a computer has been told in books and articles in the last decades (-see Appendix 1 for a comprehensive bibliography of material relating to LEO). This chapter remembers the contribution made by LEO. It was David Caminer who, supported by a small group of old enthusiastic LEO hands, was determined to ensure that the legacy of LEO would be written into computer history. Independently Peter Bird, the ex-head of Systems Development at J. Lyons & Company Limited, had long thought it was important for the LEO story to be part of computer history, and over a number of years, working very much on his own, had compiled a history of the LEO project, which apart from the historical
The late David Caminer passionately wanted the world to be reminded of the LEO heritage. He had been instrumental in setting up and managing the LEO programming and systems function (Aris 2000 , Ferry 2012 . He felt that J. Lyons and the LEO team had played an important role in what is now taken for granted -the use of computers in society for a wide range of activities other than mathematical calculations. And he was concerned because it seemed to him that the part played by LEO had been written out of the histories of computing then being published -the 1980s and later, and that as a result there was only a very limited memory of the LEO legacy. A good example is that the 875 page Concise Encyclopaedia of Computer Science (Reilly 2004) , intended as a reference book for students, devotes half a sentence to LEO in Appendix III on page 832. The UK's Professor Martin Campbell-Kelly, one of the world's leading computer historians, in his History of the Software Industry (Campbell-Kelly, 2003) makes no mention of LEO and little of British software despite the pioneering achievements of LEO and other British companies, concentrating largely on American initiatives. He writes, (page 10), "... I probably have a better knowledge of the British software industry than of the American. However, I felt unable to incorporate much material on the British software industry because it would have appeared disproportionate, would have appeared chauvinistic". Such modesty can lead to the making of myths.
It was David Caminer who, supported by a small group of old enthusiastic LEO hands, was determined to ensure that the legacy of LEO would be written into computer history. Independently Peter Bird, the ex-head of Systems Development at J. Lyons & Company Limited, had long thought it was important for the LEO story to be part of computer history, and over a number of years, working very much on his own, had compiled a history of the LEO project, which apart from the historical narrative included much technical and personal detail. To publish the book he even set up his own publishing company, and in 1994 published 'LEO: The First Business Computer' (Bird 1994) .
It was in his later years, retired from ICL and Fujitsu, that David Caminer gathered a small band of LEO pioneers and enthused and bullied them into turning the LEO story into a narrative of computing history. The first step was to write an account of the LEO history leavened by the personal reminiscences of many of those who had played a part in the story, including some who had worked for LEO customers. The book, first published by McGraw-Hill in the UK (Caminer et al 1996) , was subsequently published in the USA (Caminer et al 1998) , and in 2000 translated into Chinese for publication in China.
Between them these books provide an authoritative history of the LEO story, which helped to bring LEO back into the story of how computer use evolved and the special part played by J. Lyons and LEO.
The publication of the 1996 and 1998 books led to David Caminer proposing the establishment of the LEO Foundation as a charity devoted to promoting the memory of LEO and encouraging academic studies of LEO. The first task the Foundation set itself was to organize a major It was clear that the story of a British catering and food manufacturing business launching the first business computer and setting up a Computer Manufacturing and Service Company as a subsidiary -LEO Computers Limited -was gaining traction at least in the UK and had become more widely known and intrigued parts of the media. The result was the publication of more books telling the LEO story. Science writer Georgina Ferry wrote an account (Ferry 2003) which received the accolade of being the book of the week for BBC Radio 4 in September 2003 being broadcast twice a day for five days on Radio 4.
In 2001 BBC Radio 4 broadcast four 15 minute programs each program devoted to one pioneering initiative in the history of computers. One episode was entitled 'LEO the Lyons Computer'. The series was written, produced and narrated by Mike Hally. Its success led Hally to publish an extended version of the program in a book which demonstrates that computer developments in the 1940 (and earlier) and 1950s took place in many places and were not confined to the USA and Britain (Hally 2003) Remarkably Channel 5 television was planning a documentary 'Disappearing Britain' screened in 2006 which included the story of tea drinking in Britain with the well-known actor Wendy Craig as presenter.
1 In researching their story they came across J. Lyons of teashop and tea marketing fame, and discovered that Lyons was using its own computer LEO for both teashops replenishment and the weekly planning of tea production and blending. Intrigued they followed up the story and 1 "Disappearing Britain: The British Cuppa" with Wendy Craig (2006) devoted a part of one of the programs to LEO and included an interview with the programmer (Frank Land) who had been responsible for the tea blending application.
To celebrate the 60 th anniversary of the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, BBC I television compiled a five episode program 'The 1952 Show' of notable events in Britain around the time of her coronation, and the editors selected the LEO story for episode 5 screened on 30 th March 2012. It featured an interview of one of the original team of engineers responsible for the design and construction of LEO I -Ernest Kaye.
The spate of books and media exposure appeared to ensure that in the public sphere in Britain the LEO story had received recognition and admiration even gaining a Guinness Book of Records Certificate as "The first ever business computer was LEO I (Lyons Electronic Office). It began operations in November 1951 at the Lyons headquarters, London, UK".
Recognition in the wider world of academia was more limited, though many computer history texts, but as suggested above, not all, noted the Lyons initiative and the role played by LEO in the evolution of business computing. Good examples are the IEEE Journal Annals of the History of Computing in the US and the Computer Journal in the UK both of which have carried a number of papers related to LEO over the years (Anderson 2004 , Aris 2000 , Caminer 1958 , Caminer 1997 , Caminer 2003 , Delve and Anderson 2001 , Gosden 1960 , Forbes 1965 , Lewis 1963 , Lewis 1964 , Land 2000 , Land 2006 ). Important papers reviewing the achievements of the LEO team and their importance in the history of computing were contributed by senior American Scholars (Baskerville 2003 , Mason 2004 In 2011 the LEO Foundation was merged into the LEO Computers Society. The Society had been established primarily as a way of keeping ex-employees in touch with each other and to run regular reunions. It currently (2012) has a membership of over 300, including most of the surviving pioneers. But over time and with encouragement from LEO Foundation members it began to take an interest in ensuring that the LEO legacy was not lost and to take advantage of the knowledge and experience of its membership to retrieve lost elements of that legacy. To aid that process it has set up a LEO History Committee with the remit to take the various ad hoc and opportunistic efforts already in place and put them on a more coherent footing and ensure that outcomes were properly disseminated and made available to scholars, students and the public at large.
There are a number of ways in which the history of computers can be constructed.  Via the dedication and enthusiasm of individuals and groups, including 'institutions' such as the Computer Conservation Society 2 and the LEO Computer Society 3 who volunteer to sift through relics, collating classifying and editing material ranging from hand-written notes, including coding sheets, documents such as minutes of meetings, to artifacts, including technical diagrams and blue prints as well as circuit boards and in some cases complete computers. Others are more concerned with re-constructing computers long out of use or emulating old software.
One important strand of the LEO Computer Society's activity is building up a group of volunteers drawn from all branches of LEO's activities, but primarily ex-LEO engineers and ex-LEO programmers and systems analysts, to assess the material as it comes to light and determine what items should be saved and where they should be located to provide the best access for later use.
Perhaps the most important UK institution for remembering the UK computer heritage is the Computer Conservation Society, established jointly by the British Computer Society and the Science Museum. Apart from the outstanding work inspired by the late Tony Sale of reconstructing pioneering computers such as Colossus, the Ferranti Pegasus, ICT 1301 and now EDSAC, they set up a project, 'Our Computer Heritage', headed by Simon Lavington to provide detailed documentation of all the UK computer ranges, including, of course, the LEO range 4 . Though much material on the LEO range has been supplied a great deal of material, much to our regret, is still missing.  By locating publications -newspaper articles, press releases, academic papers, books, and sadly, obituaries, as pioneers pass away. Much documentary material already exists in libraries, archives and museums. These include collections gifted to the archives by individual pioneers or their descendants. However, the collections are widely dispersed, and only rarely transcribed into digital formats required by future scholars and students. Indexing is at best limited. Providing scholars and others with a systematic account of what is available presents the historian with a problem. For example the extensive collection of LEO documents at the Manchester University Rylands library, though well catalogued, is all in its original form comprising manuscripts and typewritten papers as well as some computer print outs.
The bibliography in Appendix 1 should be regarded as a step in the direction of making known what is available and where it is located with respect to the history of LEO, but it is at best work-in progress as more material comes to light. Readers of this chapter are encouraged to help in adding to the bibliography by letting the author know of additional material. Internet searches engines have greatly facilitated the collection of relevant material. But large amounts of documentary material exists in private hoards, unclassified and not indexed, often only coming to light on the death of its collector. A good example is a cache of 100 or so manuscript notebooks found in a cardboard box and left by the original LEO engineer Ernest Lenaerts covering the years from 1949 and now donated to the LEO Computers Society by Lenaerts' sons. Their value cannot be assessed until they have been transcribed, but they have aroused the interest of a number of museums and archives. As noted above it is only the dedication of volunteers that can help rescue such material for posterity.  Collecting material, mainly artifacts, for exhibition in Museums. Gaps in the collection of LEO (and other) computers are making it difficult for the museums to provide a complete or fully coherent story. Again, the LEO Computers Society is playing its part in plugging the gap. When items are located they frequently carry no identifying label. The society's engineer members try to identify and explain the function of particular computer circuit boards, computer units and blue prints or help museums with their collection of LEO artifacts. One problem is that relics are scattered across a wide range of museums. LEO Unfortunately it is a wasting asset as individuals including those with vital clues about past happenings pass away. This has led to the oral history movement, the attempt to capture memories and knowledge by interviewing and recording the stories of selected individuals. Historians in general rely on documentary evidence culled from account books, tally rolls, legal documents, minutes of meetings and so on supplemented by contemporary accounts provided by commentators and newspapers dating from the time of the event recorded. Whilst such historical accounts can, as historians know, suffer from deliberate distortions and omissions, oral histories in relying on memory at a distance from the events reported can suffer from false memories. In the UK the Oral History Society provides advice and training for novice oral historians. 8 It also sets the standards for recordings to ensure the long lasting quality of the recordings. The taking of oral histories involves interviewing and recording a subject with the interviewer leading the subject through a loose framework of questions. The interview then has to be transcribed, the transcript agreed with the subject, edited and archived in digital format. Transcription represents a major item of cost.
The British Library has a major Oral History project (the Life Histories project) recording selected individuals from each sector of British society. Two members of the LEO Computer Society were selected from the technology sector, and their histories are now part of the British Library archive. These two were Mary Coombs who joined LEO in 1953, and who may well have been the world's first female commercial programmer, and the author of this chapter. 9 The late John Pinkerton, LEO's chief engineer and designer of LEO I recorded his own history and that is now stored at the Charles Babbage Institute, University of Minnesota, now part of the IT History Society.
The result of these initiatives led the LEO Computers Society to launch its own Oral History project. This required the need to purchase appropriate recording equipment and subsequently to have the recordings professionally transcribed. The society applied for funding from the Association of Information Technology Trust and received a small grant to fund the project. The project was managed by a small team aided by volunteer interviewers who were given notes of guidance (Appendix 2). A schedule of individuals was drawn up giving priority to the oldest subjects. The team experimented with a variety of recording methods, but always retaining the recording standards established by the Oral History Society. These included using Skype and a smart phone to record interviews where the subject was remote from the interviewer, for example the ex-head of LEO in Australia, Neil Lamming. To date (May 2012) some dozen interviews have been conducted.
In addition to the oral histories members of the LEO Computers Society have written their own reminiscences, ranging from a few paragraphs to near monographs describing a particular application, ground-breaking at that time. These too after editing will form part of the LEO archive, to be ultimately placed in a public archive in order to make them as widely available as possible.
Let me finish by paying tribute to those who made the LEO story possible. First John Simmons, then Comptroller of J. Lyons, who saw his task as business process re-engineering to make Lyons a more effective business and who in 1947 sent Thompson and Standingford to the USA to discover if there had been any new ideas which Lyons could use. There they incidentally saw the first US computers, and recognized that they could be the future for business data processing and on their way home sketched how a computer might be used to complete a business process. They wrote the prescient report recommending Lyons to explore the possibility of Lyons using a computer; a report which Simmons thought was right and put it in front of the Lyons Board of Directors. The Board, to their credit, accepted the notion, and set in train the process which led to the Lyons Electronic Office (LEO). Then a tribute to John Pinkerton, the engineer of genius who brought the idea into reality and David Caminer who invented practical systems engineering and whose ideas led to a long sequence of innovative and ambitious applications.
And who are not mentioned? The many people who worked with those noted above and for those who have passed away the obituaries record at least some of their achievements in the LEO story.
In this chapter I am proud to pay tribute to all of them. (1989). The history of ICL is synonymous with the history of the British computer industry. ICL was formed by a series of mergers in response to the increasing market dominance of the large American corporations, particularly IBM. The struggles between these two giants and the inherent problems and implications of competing with US multi-nationals are examined in detail in Campbell Kelly's wide ranging study. At the time of writing in the late 1980s, the author was given unrestricted access to ICL archives and his lucid account of the company, its set-backs and successes makes for a compelling and informative read. This book, which was Winner of the Wadsworth Prize for Business History (1989), will be of great interest to anyone involved in business or the computing industry. It is essential that interviewers master the recording equipment before embarking on an interview. It is very easy to make a mistake such as forgetting to change tapes, or keeping the recording going even when the formal interview has been concluded and the interviewer and subject gossip about some of their experiences.
Articles and other Papers
Interviewing and responding can be very tiring and place a strain on voice and concentration. It may be best to divide the whole interview into a number of sessions each lasting an hour or so. The important thing is that both interviewer and subject feel comfortable, and that will vary with different people. A very full life history may take quite a few sessions and because it is easy to lose concentration and hence the thread, it may be best conducted over more than one day.
It is the responsibility of the interviewer to 'guide' the respondent by asking questions which lead to the unfolding of the narrative. But at the same time the interviewer must not dominate and should intervene only to get the respondent to clarify and explain where that is felt to be necessary. Above all the respondent must feel that it is his or her story which is the subject of the interview. That means that the interviewee should be encouraged to voice opinions and make value judgements where this will enhance the story.
Some remembered items may on reflection be regarded as being potentially damaging to living persons or slander them. Interviewers and respondents need to be alive to the possibility and be prepared to redact such items or place an embargo on their publication.
Introduction to the Interview
The oral introduction to the interview recording is indicated above. The following is an example, recorded for the interview of Tony Morgan. The text should be on the lines of:
It's the 8 th of November 2011 and I'm Ray Hennessy. I'm interviewing Tony Morgan to give us the story of his involvement with LEO Computers from the earliest days. Good morning, Tony. We are recording this interview as a part of The LEO Computers Society Oral History Project. The audio version and the transcript will be lodged at a central archive and made available for researchers and members of the public. Perhaps you'd like to introduce yourself … On the transcript, which starts with the above introduction the following should be inserted:
This transcript of the voice recording has been edited with the agreement of the respondent, Tony Morgan. Mistakes have been corrected and some clarification added within the text in italics; terms which may not be familiar to readers are explained in end notes.
Conclusion of the Interview
The interviewer should end the formal interview with something along these lines: The following may be added at the end of the transcript, if appropriate:
As indicated in the introduction, changes and clarifications have been included in the transcript.
